FOR FARM
OPTIMISE YIELD REDUCE RISK SAVE TIME & MONEY

Manage the whole farm in the palm of your hand

Welcome to the next generation
of crop recording software
Greenlight Grower Management is a
cloud-based program available either in
the office via desktop or in the field
via mobile app. It enables farmers to
access, create and share cropping plans
and farm records in real-time with their
agronomists, and allows workforce and
contractors to confirm activities.
For farmers, having instant access to crop and
farm data is vital, especially when time critical
business decisions need to be made in areas
like yield optimisation or improving return on
effort.

So

whether

you’re

recommendation

from

actioning
your

a

agronomist,

developing your own cropping strategy,
or sharing application plans with your own
team or with contractors, Greenlight Grower
Management lets you manage all of this,
both on or offline.
Working with a centralised system enables
you to work in more efficient, agile and
productive
collaborative

ways,

forging

relationships

close

and

with

your

agronomist and workforce, whilst cutting
costs.

“Being able to pinpoint specifically
which field we’re in and which spot
we’re inspecting, and then mark that
inspection geographically is really
neat.”
Janel Delage, Agronomy Project Advisor, Cargill

Key
features

1.

Integrated satellite mapping lets you
accurately plot individual field and

5.

Use the farm financials feature to
plan and manage your input spend

crop boundaries and record geo-

and gross margins. Drill down to view

located pest and disease inspections

costs by input or activity across fields,

directly on the field in question, giving

crops or the whole farm, helping you

you a holistic view of your farm.

budget and plan activity at any point.
Recording the cost of seed, fertiliser,

2.

The mobile app lets you work while on

AgChem and activity costs as they

the move (even without signal) so you

are applied, provides an up-to-the-

no longer have to wait to go back to

minute view of production costs and

the office to write up your findings.

saves you time entering data at the

Use your device’s camera to upload

end of the season.

photographic evidence of any issues
as you encounter them.

3.

Use

geo-located

inspections

to

highlight any action that needs to be

Integrated weather forecasting helps

taken by your team in the field, as

you make up-to-the-minute, informed

you uncover them i.e. tree removal or

decisions about field activities and to

irrigation pipe repair.

amend your plans, should anything
unexpected arise.

4.

6.

7.

are

audited

for use in different fields.

against

regulatory and legislative approvals.
Demonstrate fertiliser compliance by

used AgChem inputs, saving time
when making further applications, or

Your AgChem use and agronomy
plans

Use personal templates for frequently

8.

recording all your soil analysis results

By setting defaults for water volume,
machinery and operator, you’ll save
time when generating plans and

and build a library of all farm activity

activities.

and applications for full reporting.

9.

You can invite other members of your
workforce to help you generate and
manage farm activity, reducing the
administrative burden on you.

“Greenlight Grower Management gives us
an edge in the marketplace.”
James Moldon, Crops Inputs Commercial Manager, Frontier

The
benefits

Manage quickly & securely

Ensure compliance

Manage your workforce and activity
across your whole farm, in one place
~
Quickly access field and financial data,
application reports, and compliance
documentation anywhere, anytime
~
With selective privacy and
user permissions, choose who
views sensitive data
~
Robust, secure cloud technology
keeps everything safe and accessible

Immediate visibility of your current
and historic AgChem applications,
exposes product use in a previous season
~
Fertiliser planning and AgChem auditing
ensure you meet approved guidelines
for your customers
~
Photographic inspections validate
decisions around fertiliser
and AgChem use
~
Spray plan reports demonstrate
adherence to product use guidelines
and safety requirements

Collaborate

Save time & money

Real-time flow of data ensures
that everyone is working with the
most up-to-date information
~
Agronomists can collaborate across
your farm, yet keep current plans
confidential with privacy settings providing
you with full visibility in a single place
~
Interact with your workforce,
contractors and agronomists
from any location
~
Work with your agronomist to
develop appropriate budgets and
identify cost saving opportunities

Immediate visibility of changing crop
and weather conditions lets you take
preventative action to mitigate risk
~
Live data on a mobile platform
reduces effort and duplication eliminating wasted time, misinterpretation
and lost documentation
~
Compare the cost of production across
different fields to improve decision
making in season
~
Being able to view activities and
applications as they take place
eliminates uncertainty

“The Greenlight Grower Management app has
been great, it means we don’t have to go back
to the office to go spraying, effectively the
office is now in my phone. The notifications
come straight through to my phone, and I can
go spraying straight away. The overall effect
is saving me hours in the evening of having to
write up plans like we used to have to do.”
Alistair Hunter Blair
Farmer
Weir End Farm

“It is the integration between agronomist,
operator and farm office that is most
appealing
about
Greenlight
Grower
Management. We spend a lot of resources
paying employees to trawl through paper
to create reports, invoices and budgets.
Doing this automatically saves a lot of man
hours and keeps our costs at a minimum.
Greenlight Grower Management also keeps
us out in the field doing what we should be
doing and not stuck in front of a PC inputting
information.”
Russell Price
Managing Director
Russell Price Farm Services
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